
1 New criminal laws will prioritise justice: Shah 

1 Centre delays fixing boundaries to hold Census 

1 June’s GST growth at three-year low; no official
word 

3 Kozhikode secures ‘City of Literature’ status at
annual UCCN conference held in Portugal 

4 Field evaluation trials of submarine bids under
Project-75I complete 

6 India, Pak. exchange lists of civilian prisoners,
fishermen 

7 Why are scientists looking for the Higgs boson’s
best friend? 

7 Chinese rocket engine goes Awol during hot
testing 

8 Sense of uncertainty 

8 Israel is facing a strategic defeat in Gaza 

10 What is on the agenda for the 16th Finance
Commission? 

12 PMI signals manufacturing rebound 

12 ‘PV dispatches saw muted growth in June on high
base effect’ 

12 CEPA: India wants South Korea to drop tariffs on
some items 

12 RBI, ASEAN to create platform for instant retail
payments 

15 Bolivia’s economic crisis fuels distrust in govt.
amid debates over ‘failed’ coup 

1 Maximum police custody still 15 days, can be
spread over two months: Shah

1 Chital stock dwindling in Kuno, plan to move
out excess cheetahs

7 From Moscow next week, Modi to visit Vienna, a
first by PM since Indira in 1983

8 ON THE UPSWING

9 Drawing borders in the air

11 India, Pak share lists of civilian prisoners,
fishermen in each other’s custody: MEA

12 RAHUL GANDHI, OM BIRLA FACE-OFF: WHO
CONTROLS LOK SABHA MICS?

12 Floods & urbanisation in Delhi

12 How the world’s first brain implant to control
epileptic seizures works

13 What is Project Nexus that RBI has signed up
for?

13 ‘Manufacturing PMI ticks higher in June, firms
step up hiring’
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